
Cheeky fruits in watercolour
Instructions No. 1792
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 1 hour

Watercolour painting is a great way of painting, in which watercolour paint is used. With these colors you can create great delicate color gradients. In our
basic instructions we have explained watercolour painting in detail for you.

With the so-called mixed techniques, watercolor painting plays a major role. Combine pure painting with Watercolour fineliners or other handlettering pens -
also pictures that are Aquarelle, partly created with acrylic paints or with collages are popular art projects. 

You can see the combination in our picture below. We have combined watercolour painting with handlettering and comic elements with fineliners. This is
wonderfully easy to copy and looks impressive.

That's how you get the naughty fruits:
For our great fruit pictures we have worked with as well as Watercolour with fineliners. Afterwards we have put our finished pictures skillfully in scene. By using
foldback clips and a round bar the fruits are shown to their best advantage and become an eye-catcher in your house or apartment 

Try it out immediately. You will see, by trying you will always get other thoughts and you will think of other funny accessories, which beautify the fruits.

Melon:

First draw a red-pink triangle on it and Paper fill it with color. 

Then paint a green stripe at the lower end of the triangle at intervals of a few millimetres. Leave a small gap between the two colours so that the colours
cannot mix 

After their resulting Melon dried, you can Fineliners embellish them with seeds, sunglasses and a speech bubble. 

Pineapple:

Take a Masking Marker draw a grid pattern on her in Paper the size you want your pineapple to be. Alternatively to the masking Marker you can also apply

https://www.vbs-hobby.be/en/basic-instruction-watercolour-t2253/


Paper latex milk with a fine brush.

Let this grid dry well and then paint a yellow oval on the pattern. When it is dry, you can easily rub the latex milk off. At the place where the latex milk was
applied, the paper colour white remains. Accordingly, you will get a beautiful pineapple pattern 

Then you paint the leaves on and decorate the pineapple with glasses and a face. 

Plum:

For these, first paint Plum a purple oval. Then you paint a small stick and leaves and decorate them with arms Plum , legs and face. 

The funny gimmicks like headphones and notes give it a Plum cheeky look.

Article number Article name Qty
81155203 AKADEMIE watercolour box with half cups 1
852739-02 Talens Mixed Media PaperDIN A4 1
801485-04 VBS Foldback clamp, 19 mm, 40 piecesGold 1
660464 Beech round barØ 8 mm 1
811569-01 SOLO GOYA "Masking Marker"Fine 1
762724-01 Pigma Micron SetSize 0,25 mm 1
481724 Latex milk, 300 ml 1
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